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PROYECTO COYOTE 
Collaboration between Estación Tijuana (Tijuana, Baja California, Mexico), Taller 7 (Medellín, Antioquia, Colombia) and 
haundenschildGARAGE (La Jolla, California, USA) as part of the program entitled Espacios Anfitriones for Encuentro Internacional de 
Medellín MDE11 
 
Curator: Lucía Sanromán 
Organization: Lucía Sanromán, Marcos Ramírez ERRE (Estación Tijuana), Taller 7 (Carlos Carmona, Mauricio Carmona Rivera, Paola 
Gaviria, Adriana María Pineda y Julián Urrego), Eloisa Haudenschild and Monica Jovanovich-Kelley (haudenschildGARAGE). 
 
Dates: October 6 to the 27, 2011 
Place: Medellín, Colombia 
 

“…teaching does not occur without learning, and by that I mean that the act of teaching requires someone who tutors and 
someone who learns. To teach and to learn function in such a way that, on the one hand, the person who teaches also 
learns because he or she recognizes knowledge acquired before and, on the other, because by observing the curiosity with 
which the student works towards learning, the educator discovers questions, accomplishments and errors about what they 
are teaching.” 

     Paulo Freire cited in the curatorial statement for MDE11 
 
Encuentro Internacional de Medellín MDE11: Enseñar y aprender. Lugares del conocimiento en el arte (MDE11: Teaching and Learning. 
Sites of Knowledge Through Art) positions pedagogy as an active space of aesthetic and cultural production and curatorial axis. The 
independent art venue Estación Tijuana (Baja California, Mexico), together with the artistic residency Taller 7 ( Medellín, Colombia)—in 
collaboration with the cultural search engine and art salon haundeschildGARAGE (La Jolla, California)—take this as point of departure in 
their proposed collaboration for the Espacios Anfitriones (Host Spaces) program of MDE11. 
 
Proyecto Coyote (Coyote Project), as the proposal is entitled, transforms Taller 7 into the studio of Estación Tijuana in order to “learn from 
Medellín”—to paraphrase the Venturi’s celebrated title Learning from Las Vegas—and from its processes of civic regeneration through art 
and cultural activism in response to the social and physical decomposition caused by “narco” violence in Medellín especially during the 
decades of the 1980s and 1990s.  
 
More than a physical space, Estación Tijuana is a collective of artists, poets, writers, social workers and citizens from Tijuana that share a 
vital interest in generating dialogue and forms of being in community outside the limits circumscribed by violence, state politics, and the 
brutal Capitalism imposed on the border between Mexico and the United States since the 1970s.  
 
Like other cities of the North of Mexico, since 2006 Tijuana has been severely affected by drug trafficking and the war against the drug 
cartels, as well as by decades of economic policies that have generated important vacuums in the social contract. Proyecto Coyote departs 
from the perception of a historic parallelism between Tijuana and Medellín, and proposes that during the last 6 years Tijuana finds a mirror 
in another place and moment: Medellín during the 1980s and 1990s when drug traffic, repressive politics, and civic crisis eroded the social 
and governmental structures that weave the fabric of a place together.  
 
Nevertheless, during the last decade Medellín has generated other forms of civility and urbanism that today are an example of progressive 
politics through the world. Proyecto Coyote proposes that it is imperative to learn from their example, and analyse these advancements 
from a critical position, understanding that within Medellín critical questions are arising about the forms and means of addressing and 
encouraging real change beyond a sophisticated, media-savvy image of gentrified urban development. Although Medellín’s urban renewal 
programs and architectural projects have dominated the image of the city abroad, responsibilities and obligations between the government 
and its citizens in education, work creation, health and quality of life remain central questions in that city.  
 
Proyecto Coyote exchanges the idea of an alternative art space as site of presentation of works of art, and focuses instead in a community 
that, as Freire notes, by learning also teaches and by teaching learns. Between the 6th and 27th of October 2011, Estación Tijuana will 
collaborate with Taller 7 and offer an intense program of workshops, conversations and investigation given by professionals that have been 
working in Medellín in social regeneration through art, architecture and activism. These workshops will be directed towards 12 creators 
from Tijuana that work towards ways of rethinking the urban and social space through art, video, poetry, architecture, urbanism and 
cultural activism, in this way opening up to a two-way, reciprocal dialogue.  
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Estación Tijuana is a “coyote” that leads Tijuanenses to Medellín generating a dynamic of dissemination of knowledge that is cellular and 
rhizomatic, reversing the flow of information usually expected from North to South, now from South to North. Estación Tijuana travels to 
Medellín to learn from its urban regeneration processes; to learn from the position and agency granted its citizens and their possibilities of 
participating in the creation of the city; from its ways of thinking art, architecture and urbanism as part of a project of endogenous 
citizenship; it also travels to Medellín looking towards alternative opinions and critical practices from both official and unofficial sectors.  
 
SOCIAL IMPACT: 
 
Proyecto Coyote is conceived around the potential of individuals to transform their environment. It is for this reason that we have invited to 
participate cultural producers whose creative practice have developed along three main areas: 
 
1) Pedagogy: Seven of the participants work in universities and colleges in Tijuana and San Diego, California.  
2) Cultural production: All of the participants in Proyecto Coyote have long and proven trajectories as cultural produces of diverse, often 
socially involved, programs, artworks, organizations and projects. 
3) Urban improvement: Several of the participants actively work generating new proposals for the use of public space through processes of 
design, urbanism, architecture and urbanism. 
 
The immediate impact of Proyecto Coyote is immediately apparent in the impact it makes on the 12 key participants or collaborators from 
Tijuana who will be invited to think of strategies and methodologies to capture the transference of what they learn in Medellín to Tijuana. 
The secondary social impact of the project integrates an additional 20 participants in workshops, conversations, interviews, conferences, 
and field visits in Medellín. Finally, the indirect impact has a wider, and more unmeasurable, circle of influence since all the participants 
are part of diverse and far-reaching social networks—universities, cultural groups and activists. This extends the project well beyond its 
physical and temporal dimensions. Aside from existing programs within MDE11, Proyecto Coyote will include communities other than 
those in Tijuana and Medellín through its blog, printed catalogue, and exhibition.  
 
OBJECTIVES 
 
Proyecto Coyote’s objective is to encourage active exchange of knowledge between 12 outstanding individuals in Tijuana’s cultural 
community who are recognized for the work in pedagogy, mass-media, architecture and literature and more than 20 cultural agents active 
in Medellín who will give conferences, site-visits, and offer workshops and dialogue directed specifically towards this group. In every case, 
the program of investigation and study will be focused and elaborated towards the investigation of each participant from Tijuana, and will 
respond to his or her individual interests, as well as to the need to appropriate knowledge and systems of citizen agency generated in 
Medellín.  
 
Although the contexts for these two cities coincide in the experience of violence generated by drug trafficking and illicit activities that are 
associated with it, Tijuana and Medellín clearly have significantly different historical and contextual differences.  It is for this reason that 
the project is founded on the transference of knowledge that implies the transformation of information when it is adapted to the specific 
conditions of Tijuana—which, in some cases may be made extensive to other cities in the North of Mexico. At the core of Proyecto Coyote 
lies the idea of knowledge itself as cultural value; therefore, this project also investigates new models of curatorial work and aesthetic 
production that are related to education and pedagogy. Proyecto Coyote has as primary objective the development of discursive processes 
of active learning; as secondary objective, it will develop a blog, a catalogue, and a time-based exhibition in the spaces provided by Taller 7 
which will be under constant installation and presentation throughout the month of October. 
 
 
PARTICIPANTS FROM TIJUANA 
 
Giacomo Castagnola—Architect and designer  
Iván Díaz-Robledo—Video director and producer  
Luis Juan Garzón Masabó—Artist, Professor of Drawing at Universidad Autonoma de Baja California, founder of Reacciona Tijuana 
Socorro Gonzalez—Chef and cultural producer 
Ingrid Hernández—Artist and sociologist  
Fiamma Montezemolo—Artist and cultural anthropologist  
Omar Pimenta—Artist and writer  
Gabriela Posada—Publicist, editor, founder of Reacciona Tijuana  
Rafa Saavedra—Writer, and professor in communication sciences 
Gabriela Torres Olivares—Writer  
Adriana Trujillo—Director, producer  
Felipe Zúñiga—Artist and education curator  
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ORGANIZERS 
 

Lucía Sanromán—Lucía Sanromán is an independent curator and writer. She formerly served as Associate Curator at the 
Museum of Contemporary Art San Diego, where she most recently curated Jennifer Steinkamp: Madame Curie (2011), 
Viva la Revolución: A Dialogue with the Urban Landscape (co-curated with Pedro Alonzo in 2010), and Here Not There: 
San Diego Art Now (2010). She also curated a large-scale site-specific installation by Los Angeles-based artist Ruben 
Ochoa (2010) as well as monographic exhibitions by Yvonne Venegas, Brian Ulrich, Hector Zamora, Peter Simensky, 
Joshua Mosley, and Nina Katchadourian among others. In 2008, Sanroman co-curated, with Ruth Estevez, the group 

exhibition Proyecto Cívico/Civic Project, the inaugural exhibition for El Cubo, at Centro Cultural Tijuana. She is currently also working on 
an exhibition for University of California San Diego on the intersection of science and art. 
 
 

Marcos Ramirez ERRE—Artist, founder and director of Estación Tijuana. He obtained a law degree from the Universidad 
Autónoma de Baja California in 1982. In 1989 Ramírez began developing his work as a visual artist, since then he has 
participated in numerous national and international exhibitions. These include renowned projects for inSite94, inSite97, The 
Sixth and Seventh Havana Biennials, the 2000 Whitney Biennial, the Polygraphic Triennial in San Juan Puerto Rico, and the 
Sao Paolo Biennial. He has participated in the many exhibitions, including México Iluminado, From Baja to Vancouver, 
Política de la Diferencia / Arte Ibero Americano de fin de siglo, y ECO. Arte Contemporáneo Mexicano at the Centro de 

Arte Museo Reina Sofía. His retrospective, Marcos Ramírez ERRE: La reconstrucción de los hechos, is on view until September 2011 at 
the Museo de Arte Carrillo Gil, México, DF. 
 
 

In 2003 the haudenschildGarage was founded as a 21st century cultural search engine, pursuant of interesting 
work wherever it occurs and in whatever form it takes. Today, the haudenschildGarage hopes to transcend the 
19th century salon and the 20th century alternative art space by providing a home away from home to all 

seeking to engage in cultural experimentation, play and conversation. It routinely presents symposia, lectures and film screenings. Whether 
international projects, dialogs or commissions, the haudenschildGarage wishes to collaborate with like-minded institutions and artists.  The 
goal is that by providing a permissive context for opinion and production, new  
 
 

Taller 7 is an independent project generated by new forms of exchange through the exploration of alternative platforms. 
These permit the self-generation of collective work and new points of connection. It is sited in an traditional home in 
Medellín’s downtown core, and is established as a site meeting point for the realization of open activities that stimulate and 
strengthen dialogue that offers multiple points of view that encourage existing processes and new means of interaction. Taller 
7 currently has the following members: Carlos Carmona, Mauricio Carmona Rivera, Paola Gaviria, Adriana María Pineda and 

Julián Urrego. 
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Proyecto Coyote is organized by Estación Tijuana and Taller 7 for Espacios Anfitriones of MDE11: Encuentro Internacional de Medellín 
in association with The haudenschildGARAGE. Additional support is made possible thanks to the generous support of El Consejo 
Nacional Para La Cultura y Las Artes, El Instituto Nacional De Bellas Artes, Instituto de Cultura de Baja California, and Patronato de Arte 
Contemporáneo A.C. (PAC). 
 
 
 

    
 
 

	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	   	  	  	  	   	  
	  
	  

	  
	  

 

    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


